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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between game location (host
advantage), match result (win, lose or tie) and the level of aggression in football teams of the
Iranian Premier League. The study population consisted of Premier League Football teams
(League XIII), and 60 matches (related to 4 teams) that were available for the researcher, were
selected as the sample. The current study can be regarded as applied and descriptive, in terms of
purpose and data collection, respectively. In order to collect data, the match videos of selected
teams were studied, then the results of the observations were written and recorded using Roberts
et al. (1999) aggression model. The results showed that no significant difference was found
between teams' aggression in host and guest matches (p0.05). But, a significant difference was
observed between aggression and match result and the behaviors were more in lost matches (p
0.05). In fact, mental stress caused by the loss resulted to more aggression to win. Hence, a match
result, physical aggression and players' position led to significant difference in players'
aggression. Therefore, the control and management of aggressive behaviors, especially at the
time of failure will result in improved performance and efficiency of football teams. Also, these
behaviors can be minimized by providing necessary training on anger management and negative
emotions control among players.
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INTRODUCTION
In most countries of the world, football is
played in a Premier League, where teams
compete in matches as host and guest (1) .
Game location is an important factor in the
success of the exercise. The advantage of
host matches in a lot of team and individual
sports has been proven both at the
professional and amateur levels (2) and a
large number of studies have confirmed that
athletes and teams which compete as the
host, perform better (3-5) . Moris defined
host advantage in football as the native
reaction shown in response to the reaction of
the players facing unusual conditions of an
unfamiliar environment (6). In the literature,
a host advantage is defined as: a case in
which teams in back and forth (home and
away) matches win more than 50 percent of
their matches (7). The important factors
affecting host advantage include: spectator
support, trip works; familiarity with a game
location, referee bias, native prejudice and
psychological effects (6).
When athletes play as host or guest, they
behave differently because of various
reasons. For example, researchers have
shown that coaches in most guest matches
use a defensive approach and the
instructions of the coach affect the behavior
of the players (8). The results of most studies
revealed that athletes show more effort and
strength in host matches due to confidence
boost (9). However, the results of many
studies are contradictory on the relationship
between athletes' aggression and game
location. When aggressive behaviors of
English Premier League teams were
examined by indices of yellow card
(carelessness), red card (exclusion), and
penalty, a significant difference was found
between aggressive behaviors of host and
guest teams (10). The results of Howard also
showed that athletes when they play as a
host show more aggression (11). While the
research by Jones indicated that no

significant difference was found in
aggression between host and guest matches
in rugby (12). In another study, Rahnama et
al. by examining the number of yellow and
red cards received by Premier League
football teams in Iran came to the conclusion
that no significant difference was found
between the number of cards in host and
guest matches (1). Thus, according to
theoretical foundations and conducted
studies, it seems that a game location can be
an effective factor on the level of aggression
in sports teams.
Among other variables that may play a
role in the outbreak of football players'
aggression is a game result (win, loss and
tie). In football, it is normal to win or lose a
match, but each can have different effects on
player behavior. A correlation has also been
observed in the relationship between
players’ aggression and game result. Studies
have shown that winner teams were more
aggressive on compared to teams that lost
(13, 14). However, in other studies, the loser
teams displayed more aggressive behaviors
(12, 15, 16). In order to justify aggression in
lose situations; these studies used the failureaggression hypothesis. Different people
under the same conditions may have a
different sense of failure. In other words,
different factors cause this feeling in people.
A person's failure may be caused by lack of
access to one's goals and desires, and in
another person in spite of a team win,
individual performance and mistakes may
result in failure (16).
Aggression in sport is a multi-factor
phenomenon that is connected with attack,
failure, anger and functionality of
environmental cues (17) and it leads to
undesirable use of mental energy, which is
an obstacle to game success and may distract
the player from focusing by creating a mix
of anger and excitement, thereby reducing
players’ performance (18). In some sports, a
positive relationship is also found between
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aggressive behavior, anger control and
successful
implementation
(17).
Additionally, aggression raises a person's
level of excitement and moves his attention
toward non-performing results, such as
thought of hurting an opponent (19);
therefore, athletes' awareness of their
behaviors, especially in contact sports, or
when the board is important is valuable and
decisive (17). Definitions of aggression in
sport are a reflection of the definitions
provided in psychology mainstream (20).
Based on a comprehensive definition of
Coakley, aggression is referred to as a
behavior that is done with the intent to cause
damage or harm to another person, and
involves sheer disregard for the other's
health, and possibly his. The consequences
of aggression may be physical or
psychological (21). Also, some consider
aggression as an instinctive reaction to
failure and competition for access to
resources that are achieved mainly through
physical contact (22). Aggression can be
divided into hostile aggression and
instrumental aggression and in terms of its
tool can be divided into four namely verbal,
physical, active and passive categories (23).
A review of the general research in recent
years revealed aggression as one of the most
important
variables
affecting
team
performance and enhanced efficiency. Also,
according to the professionalization trend of
football in the country, the aggressive
behavior of players in the green rectangle is
on the increase and may result in fighting,
insult,
profanity
and
many
other
controversial behaviors by players and
coaches, sometimes beautiful scenes of
football competitions can approach to
ugliness by players, marred with violence
and aggression. Although we cannot change
the nature of a game, however there are
certain measures by which many aggressive
factors can be identified and minimized.
Hence, according to the results of research
and the theoretical foundations of the
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negative and destructive effects of
aggression on the performance of athletes,
especially in football, there is need for
prevention, management and control of
aggressive behaviors in players. The lack of
research and lack of clear, accurate and
scientific information in the field and given
the importance of aggression issue and
important psychological and behavioral
consequences of aggression in the success
trend of sports teams and athletic
performance, had led to this research. Also,
this research was necessitated by the
conflicting reports of previous researches
and the lack of a study that completely
investigates the relationship between game
location and match result with the level of
aggression in Iran Premier League football.
This study was conducted to investigate the
relationship between game location, match
result and the amount of aggression of Iran
Premier League football players in the first
half season of 2013-14. The study also
investigated
the
psychological
and
behavioral effects of aggression and
provided valuable solutions for improving
team performance.
In general, the main hypotheses of this
study are: A significant difference is found
between aggression of football teams in host
and guest matches, and also a significant
difference is found between teams'
aggression and a match result.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study is an applied and
descriptive survey in terms of the purpose
and data collection, respectively.
Participants. The study population
consisted of Iranian Premier League football
teams (League XIII) in the 2013-2014
season, in 60 matches related to four teams
in the first half of the season as the selected
samples. Teams that failed to cooperate or
could not provide the complete video of
matches were eliminated, hence matches
related to four teams that were willing to co-
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operate with the researcher were considered
as the sample.
Tools. Data was collected in the form of a
field, obtained through observation of the
players and by recording observations of
aggressive behavior. Roberts et al. designed
a list of specific aggression types for use in
their study where players' aggression was
investigated, the list includes a space for
inserting aggression type, players’ profile,
player position, time of onset of aggression,
half of a match (first and second), being host
or guest, team name, a previous match result
and meeting date (24). Aggressive behaviors
of the players were recorded in the list by
modeling FIFA-12 item rule (mistakes and
improper behaviors), which is based on
physical and verbal aggression. To record
the aggression list, a table was drawn for the
event and the type of aggression by one of
the players was determined based on FIFA
12-item rule. Then the profile of the player,
the time of aggression display, match half
session, the game location and match result
were recorded in separate rows. In order to
ensure the content and formal validity, first
the list was examined by a few football
coaches and physical education teachers
with football expertise, and then it was
reviewed and confirmed by conceptual and
content modifications. Also, in order to
ensure the accuracy of the data observed
from match videos and earn more trust from
the observations, inter- examiner and intraobserver reliability were measured. For this
reason, some examples of match videos (20
percent of the whole matches) were given to
one of the football coaches and a university
student studying for his MA degree in
physical education, to record their
observations. The amount of correlation
between the researcher and the football
coach (R= 0.91), as well as the amount of
correlation between the researcher and MA
university student (R= 0.93), were obtained.
In order to measure inter-observer reliability,
a number of matches (20 percent of the

whole matches) were observed within two
weeks by the researcher again and the value
of inter-observer correlation (R= 0.95) was
obtained. Using the host or guest variables,
the level of aggression with respect to a
match result were considered as independent
variables and aggressive behavior of the
players was considered as the dependent
variable.
Procedure. Due to long analysis of video
matches and the lack of access to complete
video of Premier League matches, among
the teams present in the Premier League, 60
matches related to four teams available to
the researcher, were selected as study
sample. In the current study, in order to
observe the aggressive behaviors of the
players, the videos of their matches were
watched from a CD. The advantage of this in
addition to accuracy is that this information
is available to the researcher, and it can be
studied and analyzed at any time without
limitations. In addition, compared to the
direct observation it enables the records of
additional information. The study tool used
for observation may not create any
disturbance and as a result data collected
was unbiased. The research examiners were
three experienced persons to record
aggressive behavior. All the examiners
participated in a meeting and were
enlightened on the study purposes, concepts
of aggression, the identification method and
how to record aggressive behavior in
information record forms. In each match,
two examiners were assigned to observe
players' aggression and an examiner to
record behaviors in the list.
Statistical Analysis. All data were
extracted and set in a special table. Finally,
the collected data were summarized and
classified using descriptive statistics indices.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to
determine the normality of data distribution.
In the descriptive statistics, regarding
abnormal data distribution, Mann-Whitney
and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to
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compare means. Also, data analysis was
performed using the SPSS software at a
significance level of 0.05.
RESULTS
The average age of the players was 27.6
years. Among studied sample in different
positions, 45.6% were halfback, 27.5% were
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defenders, 17.6% were strikers and 9.3%
were goalkeepers.
The result of the current study showed
that in a total of 60 studied matches, the
teams showed 1793 aggressive behaviors.
Also, mean aggression in each match was
about 29.88 cases. The results of descriptive
statistics are shown briefly in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of descriptive statistics
Aggression
a match half
Statistical index physical verbal first second
19.62
10.26 15.58 14.30
average
1177
616
3
858
sum

As seen in Table 2, halfback players
recorded an average of 16.06% of aggression
in each match and displayed the most
aggressive behavior. After halfback position,

the defenders, strikers and goalkeepers
displayed the maximum level of aggression,
respectively.

Table 2. Players' aggression in different football positions
behavior
Physical and Verbal Aggression
Position
striker halfback defender Goalkeeper
Statistical index
Total Aggression
325
964
486
18
average
5.41
16.06
8.1
0.3

The results of Table 3 indicate that 4 teams
selected during the half season were the host of
30 matches, hosting opposing teams and played
in 30 matches on opponent ground. The results

showed that no significant difference was found
between the teams' aggression in both host and
guest matches (p0.05).

Table 3. The amount of teams' aggression in host and guest matches
factors
number of matches
Mean ± SD
p
host
30
29.60 ± 5.32
Aggression
0.97
guest
30
30.17 ± 6.52

According to the results of Table 4, a
significant difference at p0.05 was found
between teams' aggression and lost matches.
The Mann-Whitney U test was used to
compare pairs of groups. The results of the

test showed that a significant difference is
found between teams' aggression with lose
and tie result, while no significant difference
was observed between the teams' aggression
with tie and win result (p0.05).
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Table 4. The amount of teams' aggression according to a match result
Match result
The number of matches
Mean ± SD
p
win
20
26.65 ± 3.4
lose
19
34.84 ± 5.12
0.001
tie
21
28.48 ± 5.7

DISCUSSION
This research was conducted to examine
the level of aggressive behavior in Iranian
Premier League Football teams, in the first
half season of 2013-14. The findings of the
present study showed that no significant
difference was found between teams'
aggression in host and guest matches. This
was consistent with the findings of (12) and
(1). They found that no significant difference
was found between the aggression pattern in
host and guest matches; though these results
are inconsistent with the findings of (10) and
(11). This indicates that Iranian Premier
League teams in host and guest matches
have almost identical aggression patterns.
So, it seems that game location had no
significant effect on the incidence of
aggression on Iranian Premier League
Football teams.
A significant difference was found
between teams' aggression with respect to a
match result, but the aggressive behaviors
were higher in lost matches. The findings are
consistent with the results of (12), (15) and
(16). The fact is that mental stress caused by
the loss has led to more aggression to win
and tie position. The results of the
hypothesis can be explained based on the
failure-aggression theory (25). Although
players' response to failure is different, as a
result of the broad scope of failing factors
and players' characters, but in sports, failure
is often a result of an unsuccessful event or
result. In fact, failure is a barrier to
achieving the specific goals and demands of
an individual and inevitably is expressed in
an aggressive behavior. When a person fails
to achieve his goals and desires, he may
show more aggressive behaviors; thus, it

seems that in a severe competition, such as
football, failure will lead to more aggressive
behaviors and diversity. As the losing teams
are more prone to aggressive behavior (15).
Among other results of the present study,
is that a significant difference in players'
aggression in different positions was noted.
The results revealed that halfback position
players displayed the most aggressive
behavior pattern. Regarding ball circulation
time and the high density of players in the
mid-field during a football match, it is
expected that halfback position players
would display more aggression (26). Also, a
significant difference was found between
physical and verbal aggression. Given that
football is a tension match and players fight
for the ball physically, it is expected to
witness more of physical than verbal
fighting. This result (26) is inconsistent with
the findings. Their results showed that no
significant difference was found between
physical and verbal aggression. Possibly the
reason for the inconsistent results is the
number of teams that were selected for the
study. In their study, a team was examined
only in host matches, while the present study
was conducted with more teams both in host
and guest matches.
Additionally, no significant difference
was observed between teams' aggression in
the first and second halves. This result is
consistent with (16) and (26). Their result
showed that no significant difference was
found between the level of players'
aggression in the first and second halves of
football games; and between aggressive
behaviors in basketball game quarters.
Therefore, in Premier League teams in each
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of the two halves of a match, there is the
possibility of aggression outbreak.
Overall, it can be concluded that various
factors such as a match result, players'
position, the level of physical contact,
failure, etc. may play a role in aggression
outbreak. According to the results of the
current study, we can say that a match result,
physical aggression and players' position
contributed to players' aggression; given the
important role of halfback position players
in attack and defense, it is common for
fighting to occur in that area of the field,
coaches should reduce the ground for
outbreak of aggressive behaviors by
controlling and conducting the behavior of
players. Also, according to failure
hypothesis and since failure caused most of
the teams' aggression, the players should
learn to tolerate loss and be prepared
mentally for a game. Preparation of athletes
is the responsibility of team coaches and
psychologists. Also, although failure is
difficult and its tolerance is unpleasant,
players should learn that they cannot always
win under different conditions, and should
be able to accept defeat when they lose.
Additionally,
team
coaches
and
psychologists should be familiar with
players' reaction, especially during failure
and understand their behaviors, identify
players' weaknesses and attempt to change
and modify these behaviors.
CONCLUSION
Finally, it should be noted that although,
the possibility of showing aggressive and
violent behavior in football is high because
of a competitive environment and failure
factors, these behaviors can be reduced
significantly by providing necessary training
for anger and control of negative emotions
among players. Also, given that the
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sensitivity and mental stress of a match
stimulates players for further aggressive
behaviors, it is therefore recommended to
use appropriate measures to manage the
behavior and control the players' negative
emotions,
because
controlling
these
behaviors can enhance the performance and
efficiency of the players. Finally, it should
be noted that this research was conducted
using a limited study sample of four football
teams of the Iranian Premier League. One of
the limitations of this study is the lack of
access to the complete videos of the
matches; therefore, generalization of the
results should be done carefully. To draw
definite conclusions, more studies have to be
conducted on Iranian Premier League
football teams. Therefore, since the current
study was conducted with only four teams, it
is recommended that future studies should
be conducted with a larger number of
samples and in other fields of sports. Also, it
is recommended to study the level of these
behaviors in a match, in order to examine the
level of aggression with a match result.

APPLICABLE REMARKS
 It is necessary that the coaches
control and manage the behaviors
and negative excitements of
athletes especially in failure, and
with avoiding from problems,
putting up the moral and cultural
principles of the team on priority
of their programming.
 Coaches and sports psychologists
can identify aggressive players, and
control their behavior with special
programs and considerations.
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نتیجهیبازیبامیزانپرخاشگری

رابطهیبینمکانمسابقهو

تیمهایلیگبرترفوتبالايران
در 
الهويسي،8محمدملکي،3فريدزندسلیمي
9فرهاد 
 .1کارشناس ارشد تربیت بدنی ،گروه تربیت بدنی و علوم ورزشی ،دانشگاه کردستان ،سنندج ،ایران.
 .2استادیار رفتار حرکتی ،گروه تربیت بدنی و علوم ورزشی ،دانشگاه کردستان ،سنندج ،ایران.
 .3کارشناس ارشد تربیت بدنی ،گروه تربیت بدنی و علوم ورزشی ،دانشگاه آزاد اسالمی ،واحد سنندج ،سنندج ،ایران.

چکیده
هدف از مطالعهی حاضر ،بررسی رابطهی بین مکان مسابقه (امتیاز میزبانی) و نتیجهی بازی (برد ،باخت و مساوی) با میزان پرخاشگری تیمهای
لیگ برتر فوتبال ایران بود .جامعه آماری پژوهش را تیمهای لیگ برتر فوتبال (لیگ سیزدهم) تشکیل دادند ،و تعداد  06بازی (مربوط به  4تیم)
که در دسترس محقق بودند ،بهعنوان نمونه انتخاب شدند .تحقیق حاضر از نظر هدف پژوهش ،کاربردی و از نظر گردآوری دادهها توصیفی-
پیمایشی به شمار میآید .برای جمعآوری دادهها فیلم بازیهای تیمهای انتخابشده مشاهده ،سپس نتایج این مشاهدات در سیاههایی
محققساخته با الگو گرفتن از سیاههی پرخاشگری رابرتس و همکاران ( )1111ثبت گردید .اطالعات استخراجشده با استفاده از آزمونهای یومن
ویتنی و کروسکال والیس مورد تجزیهوتحلیل قرار گرفتند .نتایج نشان داد بین پرخاشگری تیمها در بازیهای میزبان و میهمان تفاوت معناداری
وجود ندارد ( .)p  6/60اما تفاوت معناداری بین پرخاشگری و نتیجهی بازی مشاهده شد و این رفتارها در بازیهای با نتیجهی باخت بیشتر بود
( .)p  6/60در واقع ،فشار روانی ناشی از باخت منجر به پرخاشگری بیشتری نسبت به موقعیت برد و مساوی شده بود .از این رو ،نتیجهی بازی،
پرخاشگری بدنی و پست بازیکنان ،منجر به تفاوت معنادار در پرخاشگری بازیکنان شده است .بنابراین ،کنترل و مدیریت رفتارهای پرخاشگرانه،
بهویژه هنگام شکست ،منجر به بهبود عملکرد و کارایی تیمهای فوتبال خواهد شد .همچنین با ارائهی آموزشهای الزم و کنترل خشم و
هیجانات منفی در بین بازیکنان ،میتوان این رفتارها را به حداقل رساند.
واژگانکلیدی :امتیاز میزبانی ،برد ،باخت ،مساوی ،روش مشاهده.
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